Umicar's Big Race (Team Umizoomi)
**Synopsis**
UmiCar is all revved up for the big Umi City Race! Boys and girls ages 3-7 who love cars and Nickelodeon’s Team Umizoomi can ride along in this full-color storybook.
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**Customer Reviews**
A whole episode of umizoomi in a book! My daughter loved playing along with each part. Pattern power, super shapes, and a "celebration"

This book keeps them entertained while learning! My three year olds loved this book and read along as well too

My two year old loves this book great way to get him reading at a younger age. Would recommend to anyone with young children.

Love the fact I can read the books to my little ones and not have to watch the shows all the time! Love that the book can relate to my preemie also! He’s small but don’t count him out!
This book has lots of excitement in it. My son was reading along. It made him and I very happy to read it together.

Great for all umi zoomi lovers!!! On a iPad the pages are smaller, that's why no 5 stars rating. Should be fixed.
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